
In-dash Stereo Installation Guide

Thank you for the purchase of your New Xtrons Stereo. Before installation please ensure you have all the required 
connections and accessories to comfortably install this item in your vehicle.

Please be advised whilst every effort has been made to ensure the guide contains as much information as should be required to confidently fit this 
product we cannot guarantee that this guide will be applicable to all vehicles, this is due to the many variations in style and fitting methods used by 
different manufacturers. We ask customers to exercise great care when following our guide any work under taken is done so at your own risk if in any 
doubt please consult a professional. 

Help and support can be offered by using the live chat function on either
www.xtrons.com or www.xtrons.co.uk 
For more in depth advise please visit
www.fourm.xtrons.co.uk
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Introduction

Tools Needed: (depending upon vehicle)

Flat Blade 
Screwdriver

Phillips
Screwdriver

Wire Stripper Heat Shrink Tubing DIN Tools Heat Gun  

Panel Tool/
Retaining Clip 
Remover

Soldering Iron

Wire Cutters

Attention In the interest of the safety of user and equipment please ensure you have disconnected the vehicle battery before installation.!



The most common types of installation are
1) Fitting cage and Spring clips
2) Dash mounted brackets
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Basic Stereo Removal

   

   
Disconnect Ground cable from 
vehicle battery.

�e correct removal keys will 
save time and e�ort

4 Screws secured 
directly to the dash

Secured using side brackets

Fitting Cage and Spring clip removal.
If your vehicle makes use of this installation removal of the stereo is fairly straight 
forward, firstly you will need the correct removal keys for your unit (contact supplier 
for further details). These should be inserted in the correct channels at the side of the 
stereo when inserted correctly you should hear a faint "click" as the keys lock into 
position. In some cases you will now be able to gently slide the unit out, others will 
find they need to slightly spread the pins apart before pulling the pins to release the 
unit from the cage. How the cage is secured will vary greatly, in general  security tabs 
will need to be folded out of position using a flat screw driver, some manufacturers 
will also secure the cage to the vehicle with a Torq screw in the back of the cage.

Dash Mounted Brackets
The second method is slightly more complicated and will usually require panel 
removal tools. Dash mounted brackets tend to be favoured by, but not exclusive to  
Japanese manufacturers, this is certainly the most secure way of fitting the stereo. 
You will most likely begin by using panel removal tools to gently prise the stereo 
surround away from the stereo in some vehicles this will extend up the dash to the 
heater controls and vents, it is advised to use great care to prevent damage to the 
trim. Once the surround has been removed in most cases you will be able to see how 
the stereo is secured usually by 4 screws  either directly to the dash or using side 
brackets. After removing the screws you should be able to remove the stereo from 
the vehicle (if side brackets are used remove these and keep to one side to reinstall 
the Xtrons unit).

Disconnecting the OEM Stereo
The style of this connection will vary greatly in most modern vehicles this will be a 
Quadlock connection, however some manufacturers have their own connections. 
Whether you have one connection or 4 removal is usually the same process, locate 
the locking tab that  secures the harness (this is usually central) once depressed you 
should be able to pull the connection from the unit exercise great care and resist the 
temptation to use a screw driver as a pry bar if these connections are damaged you 
will only create more work. Time and patience is key. If the connection is a larger 
Quadlock once you have depressed the release tab you will need to pull down the 
locking arm once the arm is released you will be able to remove the connection.



Preparation
If you do not already have a standard ISO connection you may be able to purchase the correct ISO adapter from Xtrons. Now you will easily be
able to adapt the vehicle harness by simply connecting your Xtrons adapter to the factory harness to obtain a universal ISO fitment.
If no adapter is available you will need to identify the correct cables and their function in your vehicle for a hard wired connection.

Please Be Advised
In some vehicles removing the OEM stereo may disable 
warning tones. In this situation the correct adapter will 
be required to retain these function  please contact your 
supplier for further details.
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Factory wiring harnesses.

An example of a custom wiring harness.

Preparing for Installation

Grey/Black - Right Front Speaker Negative

White/Black - Left Front Speaker Negative

Violet/Black - Right Rear Speaker Negative

Green/Black - Left Rear Speaker Negative

Black - Chassis Ground

Yellow - 12 Volts Constant Power

Grey - Right Front Speaker Positive

White - Left Front Speaker Positive

Violet - Right Rear Speaker Positive

Green - Left Rear Speaker Positive

Red - 12 Volts Switched Power

Orange - Illumination (not dimmed by switch)

!
Warning failure of these functions may breach 
traffic regulation and could result in serious injury.
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Crimping 

1.Remove around 10mm of insulation 1.Remove around 10mm of insulation

2. Twist wire together 

2. Twist wire together 

3. Apply Crimp Connector 

Tools Required

Crimp Tool

Crimp 
Connections

Soldering

3. Apply soldering iron to wire, 
    Gently apply an even coat of 
    solder directly to
    the wire

4. Squeeze connection with the
    correct size grove of the Crimp 
    Tool ensure a secure connection

Tools Required
Soldering 
Iron

Solder

Common Types of Connection

Heat Shrink 
and Tubes

It is best advised that your connections should be secure and well insulated to prevent them from shorting out. The 2 most common methods of connection 
are Soldering or Crimping.

Crimping
The fastest and for most people the easiest way of connecting wires together, be certain to use the correct size Crimp for the Gauge of wire sizes guides 
are available on the internet, most applications will use either Red or Blue Crimps. As well as different sizes there are also different styles of connection for 
example Bullet/Spade, Butt or Straight, and Cap Connectors. 

Soldering
A more professional form of connection that will allow maximum current flow  best used with a heat shrink tube to protect the joint, however in most
cases people will opt for PVC insulation tape (not highly recommended as the glue may deteriorate over time).
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Fitting Cage

Fascia Surround

Securing Tabs

Understanding Your New Connections

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

In most cases installation will be as simple as connecting your new Xtrons adapter to your vehicle 
connections, however it is not always that straight forward and there are also some ancillary connec-
tions to be taken into consideration.

Lives
It is important to understand how you new unit works to ensure it is correctly installed most modern 
stereos require 2 lives 1 Permanent to retain the memory function 1 Switched (ACC) to allow the vehicle 
to switch on intuitively with the vehicle.

Ground (Black)
The most important connection of all, without a solid Ground the unit will not function correctly, generally 
this is a standard position on an ISO connection.

Permanent (Yellow)
Requiring an uninterrupted feed to retain the memory such as EQ and Preset Radio stations whilst the 
ignition is off.

Switched (Red)
Switched referred to as ACC, in most cases this can be easily found next to the Ground in a standard 
ISO, however some vehicles wok on a reversed live set up requiring the Red and Yellow to exchange 
places, In more modern vehicles with CAN controlled ACC switch there is no ignition live.

To locate the correct connections use a multimeter to ascertain which wire from your vehicle provides a 
permanent 12v feed this should be connected to the Yellow Wire. From here you will need to source an 
ACC feed for the Red Wire. In general this can be found in the vehicle connection, with the exception of 
CANbus in these cases if your cigarette socket is only live when the ignition is on you can take the feed 
from here alternatively a little time and investigation is needed to source a feed directly from the fuse 
box.
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Ancillary Functions
These are additional connections required for some of the functions of the Xtrons unit to work correctly, these include but are not limited too

Brake Wire
The brake wire is supposed to be connected to the handbrake, in general this will have a silver tag marked BRAKE, PARK or something similar. This allows 
you to only watch the DVD or TV when you pull the handbrake so you can only view this function when the vehicle is parked, this is for your own safety. How-
ever, you can also connect the brake wire to ground or negative, so that you can watch DVD at any time.

Reverse Switch
For connection of a reverse camera usually marked CAM, BACK, REVERSE or something similar. This cable requires a 12V feed (usually taken from the rear 
lights) when the vehicle is in reverse this feed tells the stereo to switch to the reverse screen.

Illumination
The orange wire is the illumination wire, this needs to be wired into the illumination circuit of your vehicle, this allows the screen to dim and the buttons to 
illuminate when the vehicle lights are on.

Installing your new Xtrons Stereo

Before you begin with installation remember to remove the DVD pins from the top of the stereo that secure the drive whilst in transit, failure to 
remove these will not allow a DVD to be inserted.

In most cases you will require a fitting kit. After removing the factory stereo following the instructions outlined at the start of the guide take the Xtrons Fascia 
Adapter and secure it in place, if the fascia has preinstalled brackets decide on the best placement of the unit and secure in place using the bolts provided.

If you do not have preinstalled bracket you will require the correct size fitting cage for your fascia and stereo, using a flat screwdriver fold out the securing tabs 
to lock the cage into place, decide on the best placement of the stereo and adjust the cage brackets accordingly securing them in place with the screws 
provided.

When you have prepared the dash connect the stereo to the ISO adapter and test run all the functions, when you are happy the stereo is operating as it should 
slide the unit into the fitting cage until you hear the brackets "click" into locked position.

GPS, iPod and USB
If you have purchased an Xtrons stereo with any of the above functions please ensure the GPS antenna is securely connected to the SMA connection on the 
rear of the stereo and the antenna is placed with clear line of sight out the front windscreen. Rear iPod and USB cables should also be fed to an accessible 
location such as the vehicle Glove box.

For GPS models, after GPS SD card is inserted please be sure to set the correct file path for your software.
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Technical Advice

SKU: ICE /ACS/08-010
Double DIN ABS for Toyota Land Cruiser 200(V8)2008+

Vehicles with Premium Sound systems
Including but not limited to BOSE, JBL and Harman Kardon some manufacturers offer 
an OEM upgraded amplified Audio system. These systems can make installation a 
little trickier but not impossible in most cases with the correct active system adapter or 
amplifier bypass installation can be just as easy as a standard audio system, Please 
see supplier for further details.

For your consideration
Whilst Xtrons have tried their best to ensure an aftermarket alternative is available to 
everyone there will be certain situations where our best may not be enough.

Our range of fascia adapters have a solution for most vehicles, please be advised that 
even with the extensive range there may come a time when a fascia is not available 
and the fitting of our units may leave a slight gap between the stereo and dash.

On an Xtrons wiring harness the colour plan of wiring will match the Xtrons stereo but 
not necessarily the vehicle colour plan, please carefully test all connections before 
installation to prevent damage to the unit or vehicle.

Lack of sound or video whilst playing a DVD does not always mean a fault with the 
unit. If you have no sound you may have a Premium sound system which requires 
activation or bypass, if you have no video you may have a loose connection on the 
Brake wire.




